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Our Ref: ABS007 Email: andy@abplanninganddevelopment.co.uk 

Your Ref: 17/00965/FUL Mobile: +44(0)7720 979 630 

                    Date: 18th May 2017 

Mrs Catherine Tetlow 

West Oxfordshire District Council 

Planning & Sustainable Communities Division 

New Yatt Road 

Witney 

Oxfordshire 

OX28 1PB 

 

Dear Catherine, 

 

Re: Residents Objection to Planning Application 17/00965/FUL – A proposal by Spitfire 

Bespoke Homes for a development of 46 new houses on land east of Lancott Lane and 

south of Abingdon Road, between Brighthampton and Standlake 

 

I write to object to the above mentioned planning application on behalf of the SOS residents 

campaign group (Standlake Objects to Spitfire). The grounds of the residents’ objections are 

as follows: 

1. This development proposal is predicated almost solely on the fact that by virtue of 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 49 guidance (an aged Local 

Plan and a temporary shortfall in deliverable sites available to meet the District’s 5-year 

housing land supply) then NPPF paragraph 14 is engaged and what would be a normal 

presumption in favour of the Development Plan, which this proposal would be contrary 

to, is currently replaced with a general aim of boosting housing supply (NPPF, para.47) 

and a presumption in favour of sustainable developments (NPPF, para.14), which this 

proposal would not be. The Applicant’s Planning Support Statement was clearly written 

in advance of the recent Supreme Court judgement Suffolk Coastal DC v Hopkins 

Homes & Richborough Estate Partnership LLP v Cheshire East BC. That judgement 

made significant rulings whereby, inter alia: a) NPPF is guidance and does not override 

the statutory Development Plan; b) NPPF para.49 must be read in conjunction with 

NPPF paras.47 and 14; c) a narrow interpretation ought to be given to ‘relevant policies 

for the supply of housing’ in assessing if Development Plan policies are out of date; d) 

the issue of importance is the weight to the relevant policies not just whether specific 

policy is out of date; e) weight to be given to policy is for the LPA to determine in the first 
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instance, with a ‘tilted balance’/presumption in favour of granting permission to 

sustainable developments where there is no 5-year housing land supply; and f) in 

assessing the presumption/’tilted balance’ in favour of sustainable development, the 

adverse impact(s) of a new scheme have to be assessed against the NPPF as a whole. 

In our considered opinion, the proper balancing of potentially beneficial and harmful 

impacts has not been carried out correctly and had it been done so, then irrespective of 

the relative weight to be afforded to saved and/or emergent Development Plan policies 

the harmful impacts resulting from such a proposal would significantly and demonstrably 

outweigh the claimed benefits, contrary to saved Development Plan policies H4, H7, BE2 

and BE3 and draft policies OS2 and H2 of the emerging replacement Local Plan, as well 

as the broad provisions of the NPPF. 

 

2. The application proposal represents “major development” in open countryside, on the 

edge of but clearly outside the developed limits of both Brighthampton hamlet and 

Standlake village. The development proposal will not promote or reinforce local 

distinctiveness, would harm site ecology and would not be reflective of the special 

heritage setting afforded to neighbouring listed buildings. As such, the proposal would be 

contrary to saved Local Plan policies BE2, NE1 and NE3, draft policy OS4 of the 

emerging Local Plan and paragraphs 58 and 60 of the NPPF. Whilst the weight afforded 

to local Development Plan policies is reduced, it is nonetheless a material consideration 

that the application site is not allocated for development in either the adopted Local Plan 

or the emerging draft replacement Plan and such urban expansion into open fields, 

which would result in the coalescence of Brighthampton with Standlake, would be 

contrary both to normal Development Plan policies and also national planning guidance. 

The new draft Plan is currently being considered at Examination, so the weight afforded 

to its policies and development proposals, which will fully meet agreed objectively 

assessed housing needs in the District as well as unmet housing needs arising from 

nearby Oxford city, will soon increase significantly. 

 

3. Once adopted, which should be towards the end of this year, the new Plan’s 

development allocations will fully provide for objectively assessed housing needs in both 

West Oxfordshire and the unmet housing need arising from Oxford that it has already 

been agreed should be accommodated in the District. It would be premature for this 
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major development proposal to be considered favourably at this time, particularly when it 

would be so obviously harmful on a number of material grounds whose weight would 

demonstrably and significantly outweigh the benefit derived in the short-term of providing 

46 extra houses. 

 

4. Although Standlake has a modest range of services and facilities including its Primary 

School, Village Hall, a pub, a Church, Post Office/Store, Youth Hut, car sales garage, 

allotments and Cricket and Tennis Clubs, most are remote from the application site. It 

lies 2km from the School along a narrow, unlit and overgrown pathway, 1.8km from the 

Post Office, 1.9km from the allotments and well over 2km from the Church, Village Hall, 

Youth Hut and Tennis Club. Over such distances, pedestrian journey times at normal 

3mph walking speeds would be well in excess of 20-25 minutes and Government 

guidance given in ‘Providing for Journeys on Foot’ demonstrates that most facilities 

would be beyond the maximum preferred distances for pedestrians. National surveys 

demonstrate that over such considerable distances and likely journey times only about 1-

5% of fit and healthy people would choose to walk to such destinations. The application 

site is therefore remote from all of these facilities and would not represent an accessible 

location by foot from most of Standlake’s facilities. Since it is not an accessible location, 

would not accord with the Development Plan, would be harmful to open countryside, and 

would result in the coalescence of Standlake and Brighthampton, then the Applicant 

must demonstrate that circumstances exist to exceptionally justify the grant of planning 

permission which is demonstrably in the public interest having regard to: 

(i) the need for the development and the impact of grant or refusal; 

(ii) the opportunity of development elsewhere in West Oxfordshire; and 

(iii) the detrimental effect on the character of the settlements, the appearance of 

the surrounding rural environment, local heritage, highway and pedestrian 

safety, and landscape and whether the extent to which the detrimental effects 

could be moderated 

(what is termed - “the relevant test”). 
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5. West Oxfordshire District Council ought to be satisfied that such circumstances do not 

exist; that the “relevant test” would not been satisfied; that the proposal would not be 

sustainable; that the balance of harmful impacts would outweigh the benefit of new 

housing; and should ultimately resolve therefore to refuse planning permission. 

 

6. The applicants suggest throughout their Planning Support Statement that the provision of 

46 dwelling houses, including up to 40% affordable homes (although variously, 

inconsistently and confusingly described as being either 10 or 18 dwellings at different 

parts of the documentation) would be a significant benefit, which to be fair it could be for 

the District in the short term. However, the District’s existing housing land supply deficit 

is only a temporary phenomenon, which will soon be addressed in the emerging draft 

Local Plan. At this time, with numerous other recent appeal consents and Local Plan 

allocations about to produce significant numbers of new houses and with the new Plan’s 

draft allocations soon to be considered at Examination, the District’s emerging 

development needs will soon be fully met without any need for these proposed 46 

houses at Brighthampton/Standlake. 

 

7. Other alleged benefits claimed in the applicants Planning Statement, their Landscape 

and Visual Impact Appraisal, Ecological reports and Transport Assessment, including 

provision of landscaped open space, alleged ecological mitigation and suggested 

highway/pedestrian enhancements would only become necessary as a direct 

consequence of having to accommodate such development and would be required to 

help militate resultant harmful impacts. As such, they should not classify as benefits 

qualifying for consideration in the sustainability balancing exercise advocated in NPPF. 

 

8. In terms of sustainability, Standlake and Brighthampton are small rural settlements with 

only limited facilities and only two-hourly bus services (at best) to Witney and Abingdon 

or (via a change) to Oxford, although only during normal working hours. Given the 

infrequency of services outside of those hours, only services to Witney could potentially 

offer any form of realistic alternative to car commuting for most workers. The limited 

sustainability credentials that Standlake and Brighthampton do possess have been 

reflected in recent years by far more modest development elsewhere in the two 

settlements. Seventy-three homes have cumulatively been erected on five small sites in 
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Abingdon Road, Church Farm Close, Lincoln Close, Woodlands and Manor Crescent in 

Standlake and a further sixteen homes have been built on two sites in Brighthampton, at 

Malthouse Lane and The Orchard. Together, those seven sites have delivered eighty-

nine new houses in the last few years during a time when there has been a significant 

shortfall in deliverable housing land supply across the District. They have been 

developed at an average capacity of just 12-13 dwellings (two sites were greater in size 

than the average, whilst the other five were smaller). 

 

9. That recent development has seen the overall number of dwellings in the Parish of 

Standlake, including Brighthampton increase by about 15% in just five years. This 

significantly larger proposal would singularly increase the overall numbers by more than 

an additional 7%. Its proposed scale would be disproportionately large and would 

therefore be uncharacteristic. By lacking any agreed mitigation package, it may well 

compound concerns of the potential impact of this proposal on the local community and 

its facilities. Without demonstration that these impacts could be sufficiently militated, the 

proposal is considered contrary to saved Local Plan policy BE1 and policy OS1 in the 

emerging draft Local Plan, as well as the provisions of the NPPF. 

 

10. It would be far greater in size than any of the previous seven developments, would be at 

a scale and in a location totally unsuited and unsustainable for settlements the size of 

Standlake and Brighthampton and would be remote from the majority of its few facilities. 

 

11. Standlake village and Brighthampton hamlet are currently separated from one another by 

this application site on one side of the A415 Abingdon Road and by the Cricket Ground 

on the other side. This proposal would result in the effective coalescence of the two; 

fundamentally changing the character and appearance of the site and settlements, 

rendering the current rural appearance far more urbanised, with continuous frontage 

housing all along the Abingdon Road and along a second side to the unmade and largely 

private road of Lancott Lane. 

 

12. This harmful change would be compounded by the extreme development in depth of this 

proposal, which even the Design & Access Statement recognised, would be a largely 

alien feature in an area that is otherwise predominantly characterised by ribbon 
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development extending alongside parts of the five principal roads. As such, the proposal 

is contrary to saved Plan policies H4 and H7 and draft replacement Plan policy H2. 

 

13. As the applicant’s own heritage statements made abundantly clear [Pages 7-9, 14 & 24 

of the Heritage Assessment], development would also be to the detriment of protected 

heritage assets, including at least two Grade II listed thatched buildings in Lancott Lane 

– ‘Lancotta’ and ‘Midway’ (which are only 17m and 10m away from the northern edge of 

the application site and 40m from the nearest proposed dwelling on Plot 46) plus, [as 

specified in pages 22-23 the Archaeological Evaluation Report]  all the buried medieval 

archaeology of a former settlement on the land and on adjoining open fields surrounding 

what is now the modern settlements of Standlake and Brighthampton. The proposal 

would therefore be contrary to saved Plan policies BE8 and BE13 and NPPF paragraphs 

132, 134, 135 and 139. 

 

14. Development would also have a significantly harmful impact on ecological biodiversity, 

through loss of habitat. The applicants own Ecological Reports noted that the loss of 

trees and hedgerow caused by this development and with the threat of potentially even 

more trees lost through pressure for tree removal from new residents, plus the loss of 

important grassland habitat where the new ‘Village Green’ is proposed, this development 

would be harmful to site biodiversity, particularly to five protected species of bat 

(including the rare brown long-eared bat) that are known to forage extensively across the 

site, as well as other species. As such, the proposal is contrary to saved Plan policies 

NE13-NE15 and NPPF paragraphs 109 and 118-119. 

 

15. Contrary to the subjective claims made in the applicant’s Landscape and Visual Impact 

Statement, loss of these open fields and some trees, the bisection of one substantive 

hedgerow and the likely loss of additional trees due to the close proximity of some 

proposed dwellings to mature boundary trees (especially Plots 7, 22, 23, 27, 31, 32, 33) 

will inevitably have a significantly harmful impact when viewed from Abingdon Road and 

Lancott Lane contrary to saved Local Plan policies NE1, NE3 and NE6. 
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16. Whilst the application site may not itself flood as a result of this development proposal, 

construction of 46 new homes would significantly exceed the known remaining capacity 

limit of the local Sewage Treatment Works – which Thames Water have confirmed was 

only 20 dwellings before eight more dwellings have subsequently been completed. 

Surface water mains pipes in Standlake are also known to have severe capacity 

limitations due to their narrow diameter and age. Problems are already acute in parts of 

Standlake, with regular temporary pumping facilities installed to prevent surface water 

and sewerage flooding. Further development will only exacerbate existing problems and 

yet the applicants Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Report provide no mitigation 

measures whatsoever. This will clearly contravene saved Plan policies NE7, NE10 and 

NE11 and NPPF paragraphs 96, 99, 100 and 103. 

 

17. Although soakaways may be appropriate for the dispersal of surface water on the 

application site itself, significant increases in areas of impermeable surfacing will 

inevitably increase run-off rates and in times of heavy rainfall local drainage 

infrastructure off site is highly likely to be inundated, which will exacerbate existing 

flooding problems elsewhere in Standlake. 

 

18. By virtue of the speed of traffic along the A415 Abingdon Road, which regularly exceeds 

the 30mph speed limit [noted as 35-36mph at the 85 percentile in the Transport 

Appraisal], coupled with the narrow width of the pedestrian footways alongside and poor 

pedestrian visibility at the proposed site entrance, the proposed increased number of 

cars, cyclists and pedestrians generated by a development of this size would 

compromise the safety of highway users and pedestrians. This would be contrary to 

saved Plan policy T1 and NPPF paragraph 32. Whilst proposed junction visibility may 

satisfy safe stopping distances for vehicles travelling along the Abingdon Road in dry 

weather conditions, it would not achieve safe visibility or stopping distances for vehicles 

travelling in wet weather conditions. The views expressed widely by residents at the 

Applicant’s own pre-application exhibition and also at the recent Parish Council meeting 

was that “this proposal was an accident waiting to happen”. It would inevitably only add 

to the five recent accidents in the immediate vicinity of this site on the A415, contrary to 

adopted Plan policy T1 and NPPF paragraph 32.    
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19. A further 7% increase in the number of houses on top of the recent 15% increase 

resulting from the seven other smaller developments in the Parish is likely to overwhelm 

village facilities such as the sport clubs. 

 

20. The proposed creation of what is termed a new ‘Village Green’ in the northern corner of 

the side, adjacent the junction of Lancott Lane with Abingdon Road is claimed to be a 

design benefit of this proposal in the applicants Design and Access Statement.. 

However, the applicant’s Ecological Report highlights that existing grasses in that same 

area are an important ecological resource that ought to be protected. The proposals are 

therefore ill thought through. 

 

21. Whilst building heights, house designs and material finishes could all be made to match 

their rural village surroundings, such intensive urban development, with buildings in close 

proximity to one another and extending back in depth for a considerable distance would 

represent a harmful alien feature. 

 

22. The application site and the Cricket field on the opposite side of the Abingdon Road, 

combined with the mature tree belts around Yew Tree Farm and 56A Abingdon Road, all 

serve to present a narrow but nonetheless clear visual separation between Standlake 

and Brighthampton, which this proposal would serve to destroy. 

 

The NPPF guidance in paragraph 14 places a “presumption in favour of sustainable 

development” but it does not presume to favour unsustainable developments which this 

proposal would represent. Coalescence of rural settlements and urban sprawl into open 

countryside are specifically highlighted in national and local planning policies as features to 

be avoided in new development proposals. It does not represent high quality design, nor 

reflect the established character of the settlements or intrinsic character and beauty of the 

countryside surrounding them. 

This proposal would also fail to enhance the natural environment, would represent greenfield 

urban expansion rather than the reuse of previously developed land, would fail to conserve 

heritage assets and would not make fullest possible use of public transport, walking and 

cycling by locating development sustainably. 
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As such, this application proposal would directly conflict with most of the core planning 

principles defined in paragraph 17 of the NPPF. 

Whilst West Oxfordshire District has unfortunately experienced a significant shortfall in 

housing land supply in recent years and has therefore failed to maintain the required 5-year 

supply of deliverable housing land, its new Local Plan that will fully meet emerging 

development needs to 2031 is currently at Examination and should shortly rectify matters 

upon its eventual adoption towards the end of the year. By seeking to positively address the 

temporary shortfall of housing land in its new Plan, the Local Planning Authority will be 

delivering a wide choice in high quality homes, as required in paragraphs 47-55 of the 

NPPF. Although the applicant’s argue that their scheme would help enhance or maintain the 

vitality of Standlake and Brighthampton, neither the village nor hamlet act as rural service 

centres. They are largely reliant on nearby Witney for most of their services and facilities, so 

the accommodation of this scale of development would not be consistent with the aims of 

paragraph 55 of the NPPF. 

Development on this proposed scale, on such a prominent edge of settlement site that would 

link Standlake and Brighthampton and at such a considerable and totally alien depth would 

not represent good design. As such, it would conflict directly with paragraph 56 of the NPPF, 

which states that “good design is a key aspect of sustainable development”. The scale and 

form of this proposal would not “promote or reinforce local distinctiveness”. As such, it would 

be contrary to paragraph 60 of the NPPF. The NPPF stipulates at paragraph 64 that 

“permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the 

opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it 

functions”. This proposal clearly fails the test and should therefore be refused. 

The proposed development of more houses than existing drainage infrastructure would be 

able to sustainably accommodate without any proposed mitigation would clearly fail to 

accord with paragraph 100 to the NPPF. It states that development should be made “safe 

without increasing flood risk elsewhere” but this proposal would clearly exceed known 

capacity constraints. 

The proposed loss of trees and hedgerows, the threat of further potential tree loss, and the 

loss of natural habitat on an otherwise open rural site would fail to conserve and enhance 

the natural environment, as advocated in paragraphs 109-125 of the NPPF. The applicant’s 
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ecological reports identify that the site is used by a variety of species, including five species 

of bats that are specially protected under the Wildlife Act. The proposed loss of trees and 

hedgerow would not be offset simply through the erection of a few bat boxes, so the foraging 

activities particularly of the protected bats would be significantly harmed, contrary to 

paragraph 118 of the NPPF. 

The applicant’s heritage and archaeological reports demonstrate that their development 

proposals would harm the setting to at least two nearby Grade II listed houses in Lancott 

Lane and cause damage to buried medieval archaeology on the site. The application site is 

part of an extensive area of known archaeological significance for what appears to be an 

abandoned medieval settlement in the fields that surround the settlements of Standlake and 

Brighthampton. Local Planning Authorities are required by NPPF paragraph 131 to 

determine applications taking account of “the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the 

significance of heritage assets...conservation of heritage assets can make to sustainable 

communities...and the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local 

character and distinctiveness.” This development proposal would not preserve, protect or 

enhance known heritage assets and would instead have a negative contribution to local 

character and distinctiveness; so it should therefore be refused in accordance with the 

guidance contained particularly in paragraphs 132, 134-135 and 139 of the NPPF. 

Irrespective of the reduced weight afforded to the aged but nevertheless saved policies in 

the adopted Local Plan and the irrespective of the current limited weight afforded to 

emergent policies in the new draft Local Plan, we have demonstrated that this development 

proposal would be contrary to much of the guidance given in the NPPF. In due course, once 

the policies and proposals in the draft Local Plan have passed through Examination and 

been adopted, that new Development Plan policy guidance will also have considerable 

importance and this proposal would clearly be contrary to that new Plan in very many 

respects. 

In the circumstances, the application proposal would be demonstrably and significantly 

harmful to the character and appearance of the settlements and their surroundings, to the 

landscape of the area, to the natural biodiversity of the site, its heritage setting and 

significance and be likely to cause detriment to off-site flooding and the safety of pedestrians 

and highway users. As such, the proposal would be contrary to NPPF planning policy 
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guidance whereby the balance of harmful impacts would demonstrably outweigh any short-

term benefit derived from the accommodation of more houses. It would also be prejudicial to 

the policies and proposals in the emergent Local Plan, which should soon carry significant 

weight as a material consideration in the processing of proposals. 

As I made clear at point 5 of this letter, the proposals would not satisfactorily pass the 

prescribed three criteria of the “relevant test” because harmful impacts resulting from the 

proposals would significantly and demonstrably outweigh its limited potential benefits. The 

proposed development would not, therefore, be sustainable.  

We therefore humbly request that West Oxfordshire District Council as Local Planning 

Authority refuse planning permission for this proposal for all of the many reasons specified in 

this objection letter.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Andrew Bateson 
 

ANDREW BATESON, MRTPI, MFSB 
On behalf of the Residents Campaign Group ‘Standlake Objects to Spitfire’ (SOS) 


